
SAU Covid-19 Intramural Basketball Rules (W21) 

1. Won-loss records will determine standings.   

2. Game times 6:00, 7:00, 8:00 & 9:00.  

3. No overtime for tie games until Playoffs. 

4. Forfeit score 10-0. Double forfeit 0-0. 

5. Teams arrive to the court for their game no more than 10 minutes early.  Players 

finishing game exit through doors in Iles lobby.  Players coming for a game enter 

through hallway door. (Will not be allowed to enter until previous players are 

completely cleared from gym). 

6. 0-10 minute warm-up time, maximum. One ball per team for warm-ups.  

7. New game ball used for each game.  

8. Games are 36 minutes with stop time the last 2 minutes when ball goes out of bounds 

or a foul is called.  No shot-clock. No half-time. (30-second clock stoppage to change 

ends of the court at 16 minutes (Court 1), 18 minutes (Court 2) and 20 minutes (Court 

3). 

9. No time outs.  Only stoppage of play is during the last 2 minutes or for player injury. 

10. Team comprised of Maximum 8 players in the gym for a game (may have up to 12 on 

the roster).  Five on the floor and up to 3 standing/sitting on sideline on spot markers 

situated 6 feet apart.  No chairs or benches will be available. Each team may only bring 

a max of 8 players into the gym for their game. 

11. Teams retrieve out-of-bounds balls and put back in play with only brief stoppage of play.   

The referee will NOT touch the ball or check the ball back into play, including in the last 

two minutes. Inbounding player will just need to wait for the referee’s re-start whistle 

and signal. 

12. No pressing in the backcourt after made basket or change of possession rebound occurs. 

Exception – Allowed during the last 2 minutes of the game. 

13. After change of possession team has 10 seconds to cross the ball over the mid-court 

line. 

14. Substitutions are made by a team freely at a dead-ball time when your team has the 

ball.  No checking in with the scorekeeper. Just notify official. 

15. Personal fouls are not kept.  No foul shots will be taken.  Foul points are awarded as 

follows: 

a) Common foul = 1 pt. and the ball back at nearest out-of-bounds spot 

b) Shooting foul missed two-point shot = 2 pts. 

c) Shooting foul made two-point shot = 1 extra pt. 

d) Shooting foul missed three-point shot = 3 pts. 

e) Shooting foul made three-point shot = 2 extra points. 

f) Technical Foul = 2 pts and possession of the ball at half court 



16. No jump ball at the start of game.  The home team on the schedule will have the first 

possession at half-court.  Guest team will have choice of basket to shoot at. 

17. In IMLeagues, the team listed first/on top is the home team. The team listed second/on 

bottom Is the guest. 

18. Players’ bench area will be on sideline near the corner of the courts with each team at a 

diagonal across from the other.  Scoreboard operators sit in chairs on the sidelines of 

the court with proper distance between the score board operators on courts one and 

two. 

19. Two officials per game.  While waiting for a game to start or out on the court if stoppage 

occurs, officials are to stand in the semi-circles around the foul lines one at each end of 

the court. 

20. Officials will use Fox 40 electronic whistles.  This will allow the official to keep their face 

covering in place at all times. 

21. Official score is kept on the scoreboard.  A score book will be kept only for back-up.  

Only one gym worker at a court operating the clock and score. 

22. Players on the court, substitutes on the sidelines, officials, scoreboard operators, gym 

social distancing monitors and desk workers will all wear face masks.  

23. No spectators allowed due to 60 persons limit in the gym. 

24. Stream basketball games for play occurring on Court One. 


